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Outline of presentation
• Study context and purpose

• Methodology and sample

• Results:

– Citizen willingness-to-pay for tree planting

– Effect of objective uncertainty

– Effect of subjective uncertainty

• Implications for decision-making
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Context of the study – the benefits of urban trees
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Does it 
matter if the 
(level of) 
benefits are 
uncertain?

(How much) 
should we 
citizens pay for 
these benefits?



Why is uncertainty an issue?
• Tree advocates tend to claim all trees provide all benefits.

• However, the benefits of trees are uncertain (due to complex and context-specific 
human-ecosystem relationships).

• Failing to account for this uncertainty in decision-making could:

– bias decisions in favour of tree planting; and

– cause support to be withdrawn later on if the promised benefits do not 
materialise. 
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Objectives of the study
a) To determine the willingness-to-pay (WTP) of citizens for urban tree planting 

focused on:

– reducing air pollution;

– reducing surface water run-off; and

– providing aesthetic benefits.

b) To determine whether WTP for tree planting is affected by uncertainty in the 
delivery of benefits, in terms of:

– objective information; and/or

– subjective beliefs.
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Method
Data collection via an online choice experiment, comprising questions on: 

– attitudes towards tree benefits/nuisances, air pollution, and flooding;

– discrete choices, requiring trade-offs between different levels of benefits and 
costs relating to a proposed tree planting programme;

– subjective belief in the delivery of benefits by trees; 

– socio-demographics.

Data analysis: 

– random parameter logit choice modelling; and

– linear regression and non-parametric tests.
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Sample

Respondents were older and 
more highly educated than the 
Southampton population overall, 
but were representative in terms 
of income, gender and ethnicity.
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The proposed, city-wide, street tree planting programme
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Attribute
Outcomes with NO tree 
planting

Outcomes WITH tree planting

AirQ
Yearly reduction in pollution-related deaths

No reduction (115 pollution-
related deaths)

1, 4 or 7 fewer pollution-related 
deaths

Flood
Reduction in residential flood risk

No reduction (10,000 
properties at risk of flooding) 

100, 300 or 500 fewer properties 
at risk of flooding

ObjCert
Likelihood that reductions in pollution-related 
deaths and residential flood risk will occur

N/A 40%, 70% or 100% chance of 
reductions in deaths and flood 
risk occurring

AppLarge/AppMixed
Change to appearance of Southampton’s streets

No change Small, large, or mixed species of 
trees planted

Payment
Compulsory payment by your household to the 
proposed City Tree Fund

£0 £24, £60, £96, £132 or £168 per 
year



~8% rise in 
council tax 

Willingness-to-pay under implied certainty
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AirQ

Flood

Large
Mixed

Price

WTP =   ASC + AirQ + Flood [+ Large or  + Mixed]
Price     Price Price Price Price

= £128 + £8    + £5 [+ £0 or  - £10  ]
=  £140 per household per year (for lowest benefit levels)

ASC

Certain 
version: 

certainty of 
outcomes is 

implied



Willingness-to-pay under ‘objective’ uncertainty
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ObjCert

WTP =   ASC + AirQ + Flood [+ Large or  + Mixed] + ObjCert
Price     Price Price Price Price Price

= £65 + £10    + £9 [+ £0 or  + £0  ] +
=  £140 per household per year (for lowest benefit levels at 40% certainty)
=  £182 per household per year (for lowest benefit levels at 70% certainty)
=  £224 per household per year (for lowest benefit levels at 100% certainty)

Uncertain 
version: 
ObjCert 

attribute is 
introduced

Strong aversion to ‘objective’ uncertainty regarding delivery of benefits

£55£97£138



The effect of ‘subjective’ uncertainty
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Q. On a scale of 0-10, how confident are you that planting new 
street trees would reduce pollution / flooding in the city?

Mean ‘subjective’ 
belief (out of 10)

Reduced air pollution 7.1

Reduced surface water flooding 6.3

Average for both tree benefits 6.7

SubjCertAirQ

SubjCertFlood

SubjCertES

AirQ

Flood

ObjCert

interacted 
with

The sub-samples were then merged (accounting for treatment scale differences*)

* See Faccioli, M., Kuhfuss, L. and Czajkowski, M. (2018) Stated Preferences for Conservation Policies Under Uncertainty: Insights 
on the Effect of Individuals’ Risk Attitudes in the Environmental Domain. Environmental and Resource Economics, 33.



Willingness-to-pay under ‘subjective’ uncertainty

• WTP for air purification, flood risk 
reduction, and improving objective 
certainty were all significantly 
affected by respondents’ degree of 
subjective certainty.

• Even when subjective certainty is 
not included in the analysis, 
respondents still base their 
decisions on it (though less so re 
flood risk reduction, where the 
WTP difference was significant).
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Attributes WTP without 
SubjCert

WTP with 
SubjCert

ASC £77 £80

AirQ

AirQ*SubjCertAirQ

£10

-

£0

£10

Flood

Flood*SubjCertFlood

£8*

-

£0

£4*

ObjCert

ObjCert*SubjCertES

£120

-

£0

£137

Total (for lowest benefit
levels at 100% certainty)

£214 £232



The effect of ‘objective’ vs ‘subjective’ uncertainty

• ObjUncert = 1 if the objective certainty of the alternative is 40% or 70%
= 0 otherwise (representing 100% or implied ‘certainty’)

• Doubter = 1 for respondents with SubjCertES ≤7 (representing the ‘doubters’)
= 0 otherwise (representing the ‘trusters’ with SubjCertES >7)
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Analysis of merged dataset with new model including:



WTP under ‘objective’ vs ‘subjective’ uncertainty

• Respondents’ ‘subjective’ beliefs affected their WTP for the tree planting 
programme to a greater extent than did information about ‘objective’ uncertainty.
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WTP =   ASC + AirQ + Flood [+ Large or  + Mixed] +  ObjUncert +  Doubter + ObjUncert*Doubter
Price     Price Price Price Price             Price Price Price

= £164 + £6    + £2 [+ £0 + £0   ] - £12 - £25 +  £0
=  £218 per household per year (with no uncertainty)
=  £206 per household per year (with only ‘objective’ uncertainty)
=  £193 per household per year (with only ‘subjective’ uncertainty)
=  £181 per household per year (with both types of uncertainty)

no > objective = subjective = both
≥



Implications for decision-making
• Strong support amongst respondents for paying for additional street tree 

planting through a “City Tree Fund” (a tax).

• Additional WTP for air purification, flood reduction, and improving the level of 
(objective) certainty with which these benefits occur.

• Admitting that tree benefits are (objectively) uncertain does not necessarily 
reduce WTP, as many people are ‘doubters’ and prioritise their subjective beliefs. 

• Honesty re uncertainty is therefore recommended for tree planting programmes.
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Environmental Economist

Various Locations (Cambridge, London, Manchester, Bristol, 
Birmingham or Glasgow preferred; other locations considered)

Closing date: 03-May-2019

For more information:

https://www.wsp.com/en-GL/careers/join-our-team

https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/environmental-economist-various-locations-at-wsp-in-the-
uk-1126632045/

https://www.wsp.com/en-GL/careers/join-our-team
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/environmental-economist-various-locations-at-wsp-in-the-uk-1126632045/
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Limitations
• Small sample of 362 – lower statistical power and wider confidence intervals

• Low response rate (5.6%) and unrepresentative sample (re. age and education) –
possible self-selection bias inflating WTP values

• Asking for subjective beliefs before choice sets could have biased WTP in certain 
sub-sample (though no difference in proportion of doubters between samples)

• Difficulty of setting attribute levels as very few deaths/flooding avoided.

• Large trees provide more ES and disservices than small trees, so aesthetics not 
only consideration. Attribute also confounded with ASC, so difficult to identify
why ASC values so high. Perhaps not meaningful to isolate tree-based ES?
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